A social network is a networked structure formed by a set of agents/actors. It describes their interrelationships that facilitate the exchange and flow of resources and information. A camouflaged social network is one such community that influences the underlying structure and the profile of the agents, to cause mutation. The proposed MSAM is a novel system that simulates a multiagent network whose community structure is analyzed to identify the critical agents by studying the mutations caused due to attachment and detachment of agents. The isolation of the tagged agents will demonstrate disruption of information flow, which leads to the dismantling of the camouflaged community and giving scope for a predictive study about near future reconciliation. The proposed system simulates the 9/11 covert network based on the belief matrix and uses the novel density-based link prediction and suite of fragmentation algorithms for predictive community analysis. MSAM is claimed to be an intelligent system as agents perceive the knowledge from the dynamic environment through the belief matrix and further co-evolve as a community upon which semisupervised methodologies are used to predict the critical agents causing serious mutation.
Introduction
The real world can be viewed as a network of communication and relationships easing the exchange and flow of resources and information like models, data, and facts among the participants and this perspective is a social network [1] . A camouflaged social network is one such community that mutates the underlying structure and the profile of the involved agents by influence. The major challenge of human society is their complex and dynamic nature with nonlinear interactions among them. Moreover, in the case of a camouflaged network, there is a serious lack of data set, which acts as barrier to understand the communication among the agents. The major reason lies in collecting the data and the nature of the data (like incompleteness, erroneous/fakeness, and fuzziness). The information flow in this social structure allows the agents to team up with any other agents just on the aspect of interestingness. This becomes favorable for the camouflaged agent/influencer to spread the factor of their influence. The dynamism further complicates the problem by making the social network structure frequently mutative and demands continuous change detection methodologies. A camouflaged social network is a typical example of a complex network in the real world. Due to its dynamic nature, the simulation model would be more suitable than any other model for approximation and decision making as it can present an insight of network state changes at any point in time. The proposed simulation system supports predicting the output of a system well not just based on specific inputs but by considering system dynamics.
The proposed MutatedSocioAgentSim (MSAS) system adapts the approach of placing much lower demand on the data, while concentrating on the to-be-developed model that can truly reflect the complex nature of societies and avert any notorious influencers. The objective of MSAS is to model the first of its kind system for simulating an environment to detect and predict the frequent mutation of the social network structure for exposing abnormal behavior caused by notorious influencers. The proposed system contributes in the following three ways.
Firstly, the multiagent environment is simulated to achieve self-perception through the knowledge base encompassing communication patterns, information, and resource flow. Secondly, the novel link prediction algorithm is implemented for mutation detection and prediction. This algorithm applies the distance-based link reciprocity threshold for identifying the influencer agent/s and, thirdly, the system demonstrates the dismantling of the network by isolation of predominant agents based on the optimized antiresilience parameter-degree of fragmentation. The remainder of the paper is structured to present the related work carried out by researchers in the relevant areas to support the problem described earlier. It is followed by the proposed framework of the MSAS system and elaborated algorithm explanations. The later sections present the results and discussions of the findings and the conclusions, which lead to future enhancement of the proposed system.
Related work
The proposed research work and findings in the area of dynamic social network analysis (DSNA) can be categorized into two groups, namely multiagent simulation and community analysis.
Multiagent systems (MASs) are models of human organizations as they are based on the idea of intelligence, communication, cooperation, negotiation, and massive parallel processing [1] . Initially a basic distinction was made between two main MAS paradigms: multiagent decision systems and multiagent simulation systems [2] , which lead to the evolution of the agent-based modelling system (ABMS). Later [3] proposed complex adaptive systems (CASs), describing them as intelligent, task-oriented, bounded-rationally, and socially situated agents that are embedded with an environment that also has the potential for change. The dynamism, evolution of influence, and communities in agent-based systems was studied by considering the social theories. A multiagent perspective for diffusion in social networks was presented with respect to diffusion in agent, media, and contents by representing diffusion models that are helpful in understanding the interaction protocols and decision making mechanisms [4] [5] [6] . Communities are considered to be sets of nodes in a network that have denser connectivity to each other than to the rest of the network and are important because they can often be closely related to functional units of a system [7] [8] [9] [10] . The authors of [11] proposed structural clustering algorithm for networks (SCAN), which is an extension of DBSCAN [12] to find clusters, hubs, and outliers in large networks. The method proposed by [13] develops CT-SNAIR, which adapts automated techniques and tools for detection and tracking of dynamically changing terrorist networks as well as recognition of capability and potential intent based on multimedia data.
Methodology
The proposed MSAS system majorly focuses on detecting and predicting the mutation, and analyzing the impact of isolating the influencer in the social network structure. The system discusses about building a multiagent environment in order to collect the large-scale communication patterns, detect the influencers, and predict the impact of the social influence upon the mutation caused in the agent network. The overall architecture of the proposed system is illustrated in the following Figure 1 
Multiagent simulations
The proposed framework initially models a dynamic network to simulate the communication patterns, information, and resource flow on task-based principles. The proposed network paradigm follows the conventional postulates about the agents. They are independent; autonomous entities with limited intelligence; do not have accurate information about their neighbors and learn the state of the world through interaction; do not use predefined locations or neighbors and the networks in which they are a part usually co-evolve. These networks will evolve as communities when agents interact, learn, and perform tasks. The agents' perception about each other will decrease as their social distance decreases, which is similar to the empirical reality. The network is represented as a directed graph G Agents and their social proximity is represented as D ij , which correspond to the distance between the agents a i and a j :
Every agent is accessed based on the communication probability vector (CP k ), which is the probability of an agent to communicate with all other agents to derive information about their neighbors. The CP k helps to build the belief matrix and is represented as CP k = Interaction of agent ak to ai Interaction of agent akwith agent in GAgents
The matrix stores the derived information from neighboring agents. The agent communicates with the other agent based on their social proximity. The proximity will be determined based on the relative similarity (Rel SIM ) and relative expertise (Rel EXP ), derived from the metamatrix of perceptions. These parameters are defined as follows:
Rel SIM = Similar knowledge between ai, aj Similar knowledge of ai in GAgents (3) Rel EXP = Exclusive knowledge that aj prosses from the perspective of ai Exclusive knowledge of Gagents from the perspective of ai
The multiagent simulation adds intelligence to the proposed system because in the initial stages the agents will have minimal knowledge and during knowledge exchange the agents will acquire more knowledge. The knowledge transfer will take place in three steps as depicted in Figure 2 . The belief matrix will generate the CP K value, which identifies the agent to be communicated with (a j ). The agent (a i ) in the information seeking mode will determine what to communicate and accordingly places a query. If a j has a reply, it properly responds to a i ; otherwise, based on its belief matrix, the system recognizes another agent in the same network who could respond to a i . This will be presented as referential data to a i . The knowledge base of a i will be updated. When a task is assigned to an agent, it will be executed according on the knowledge base it possesses. A task could also be subtasked to multiple agents. 
Community analysis
The major objective of this module is to track initial community structure and then to map it for different mutations at different time-steps. In the simulated network, SN t at time t the changes in the community are identified using the active agents of the new time stamp t +1. Later, the resolution parameter is formulated to identify the overlapping structure. The nodes are initially defined as not labelled and not visited. The process selects a not visited node on a random basis. It identifies the first or primary community by assigning it as core agent (P). The community is formed by grouping the neighbors using the feature ε P , local neighborhood threshold of P, which is computed as shown in Eq. (5). ε P = |Answered links for P | set of nodes to which P has outlinks Total outlinks of P
If this is greater than zero, then a distance function is computed to find the neighbors of p as shown below.
where |V pq | is the commonly interacting node and ∆ (p, q) measures the maximum average link reciprocity among the nodes p, q and their common neighbors. It is determinable if the neighboring overlap among communities is significant. Smaller distance values represent higher response between the nodes and translate to more closeness. The link reciprocity threshold is optimized using the constant η . In simple terms, the distance function is computed if | V pq | is a predominant; otherwise the distance is taken as 1. If node P has nonzero reciprocated interactions then P is called a core agent. The detected communities are subjective to changes with time. These changes will result in many intermediate stages that show the evolved overlaps among communities. The following Communalyzer algorithm describes the steps of community evolution and the Mutated Community algorithm presents the change detection methodology. Mark all nodes of SN t+1 as unvisited 3: for each unvisited node P do 4: Add to Visited list (P) 5: while Visited list is nonempty 6: Determine the neighbors N p at t using the local neighborhood threshold N t = N t p (ε P )
7:
Determine the neighbors N p at t + 1 using the local neighborhood threshold N t+1 = N t + 1 p (ε P )
8:
Identify the mutation in SN t + 1
9:
if P evolves as the node with Max( |V p |) in the Visited list and has common C t + 1 then
Birth Community (P)
Determine the N t + 1
Determine the C t + 1 in Visited list Agent P forms a new community and is the core node of C t + 1
10:
End 11: else if Visited list is nonempty NA i NA V L if NA i has Max( |V na |) than P with common C t+1 then 3:
Compute dist (P, |V p |) and dist (na, |V na |) 4: if NA i has the max dist 5: then NA i is also core agent and P loses the primary core agent C t + 1 includes new neighbors of NA i 6:
End 7: End 8: Merge Community(P, NA VL ) 9: if NA V L has | C t + 1 | > 1 10: then distinct C t+1 are merged and assigned a new community id C' with P as the core node 
Isolation of influencer/s
The major objective in community analysis is to determine the ways in which information can be efficiently diffused. This objective demands identifying a/set of critical node(s) devoted for effective targeted communication and more receptive to behavior changes. This is called critical node/agent or cut point. In this research work, the agents in the region of overlap between the communities are treated as critical nodes and the edges that link them to the network are named bridges because such agents share common behavior features, which is determined using the high threshold value. The cut-vertex or bridge is thought to dismantle the existing cohesive network. A direct method for network graph fragmentation is to count the number of components after the removal of cut-points [14] . The count features the strength of the network after fragmentation. If the count is 1, then no fragmentation has occurred. Ideal separation is achieved if the number of components and the number of agents in the network are the same, i.e. all the agents are isolated from one another. The antiresilience factor counts the number of pairs of agents disconnected from each other, resulting in numerous fragments. The fragmentation component F is adapted from the research work of [14] as shown in Eq. (7) .
where r ij is an instance of the adjacency matrix R. r ij is 1 if i could reach j; otherwise it is 0; and n is the number of agents in the network. The metric F can also defined by the reciprocal of distance [14] . The parameter r ij is replaced by 1/d ij , which provides a degree of reachability. This is termed the degree of fragmentation, D F , which is mathematically shown in the equation given below.
When distances within components are greater than 1, the measure captures the relative cohesion among them. The AgentIsolator algorithm uses the suite of metrics like Newman, Clique, and Johnson similarity [14] . This algorithm identifies the agents with unique metrics like the high degree centrality or group of agents with strong tie strength called a clique. This group fragmenter algorithm identifies the agents holding the residual components. The fragmenter algorithm determines the different combination of cut vertex. It iteratively computes the D F after the removal of each combination. The cutset with maximum D F is eliminated and number of components is determined. The fragmentation analysis determines the degree of damage caused to the network due to removal of the core agent. This measure will help the analyst to predict the chances of changes due to removal of an elite agent in the network. The resulting fragmented network is evaluated, based on the number of isolated components and the size of each fragment. The following section presents the results and discussion concerning the findings of the MSAS system.
Results and discussion
The proposed MSAS system uses the covert network involved in the 9/11 terrorist attack for the simulation module. Complete information about this attack has been collected from the 9/11 commission report . The dataset is structured as a timeline that has the year, location, hijacker names, other associate names, and their purpose in meeting or visiting that specific location. The hijacker is a person who was involved directly in the attack and other associate is a person who supported the hijackers to complete their mission successfully by giving financial aid, provided residence for the hijackers in the US, and gave weapons and flight training.
Simulated network
The actors involved in the attack are simulated as agents and the various relations existing among them are used in the belief matrix to build self-perception. The simulated network consists of 75 agents and involves 181 relations. The evolving communities are incrementally numbered in each time line. The community analysis presented in this section is from January 2001 to December 2001. Figure 3 illustrates the simulated camouflaged network of the 9/11 attack based on the belief matrix. The above figure illustrates the presence of communication among agents using the links. The belief matrix aids to build the perception for various agents based on their associated features. Agent Ziad is taken as P to begin the analysis and for the computed local neighborhood threshold value, ε P = 0.1. The agents are indexed using numbers. Table 2 shows a sample of core nodes and corresponding overlapping nodes. The overlapping node represents that the node is a member in multiple communities. For example, overlapping node 28 is a member of core nodes 55 and 75. The evaluation of the Mutator algorithm is also presented in Table 2 , which shows the evolution of new and disappeared communities for the given timeline. It highlights 25 new communities were formed and 13 communities disappeared in the year 2002.
The table shows the growth and shrink of the communities by joiners in community 50 and some lost in community 178 between 2001 and 2002. For instance, in the table, the events such as growth and shrink that occurred in communities 50 and 178 are presented by increases and decreases in neighboring nodes. The table shows sample split of the communities and merge of communities 1, 12, 13, 14, 2, 11, and 15 as community 41.
The impact of influencer analysis is exhibited using the AgentIsolator algorithm that tags the cutset of The predominant cutset is chosen based on the D F factor, which shows the cohesiveness and reachability among the agents. It gives the highest D F value and presents the least cohesion among the network. The predominant cutset is found among the following agents, namely Nawaf (12), Atta (18), KAM (23), Ramzi (38), KBA (36), Hani (50), Wail (51), Marwan (50), and Ziad (55) for the timeline between 2000 and 2001. Table 3 shows the sample of the predominant cutsets and their corresponding D F measure.
The cutset of size 3 with the agent set { Nawaf, Atta, and KAM } retains the network in a highly cohesive way, with a D F measure of 0. The cutset of size 6 provides the maximum disruption to the cohesiveness of the network. The agent cutset { Nawaf, Atta, KAM, Ramzi, Ziad, Hani } has the maximum D F value of 0.9. This cutset has a combination of agents like Ramzi who communicates with the high level leaders; Ziad and Hani, who are the intermediate agents, could communicate with the lower levels also. The covert network is fragmented by removing the various cutsets generated, and the status of the disrupted network is shown in Table 4 .
The table varies the cutset sizes among 4 to 6 agents and ranges the degree of cohesion (D cohesion ) as tight, moderate, and loosely coupled. The experiments conducted results in different number of components (C) for each cutset size. The average size of component (N Avg ) presents the number of agents in each fragment.
The D F is computed based on C and N Avg metrics. In the case of the cutset size as 4 with a tight cohesion, the fragmentation resulted in 2 components where one fragment has minimum number of agents as 20 and the other has 31 agents in it. The experimentation does not lead to an ideal fragmentation where all the agents are isolated from the other agent. Hence, D cohesion is never loosely coupled. Figure 4 shows the overall performance of the AgentIsolator algorithm. Figure 5 presents the degree of fragmentation and the strength of the residual network based on the group fragmenter algorithm using the similarity metrics. Figure 6 indicates that maximum fragments (31) are generated by the 5-Clique algorithm with comparatively maximum size of only 4 agents. The 3-Clique algorithm results in the most strongly couple fragment with the maximum size of 24 agents in it. The Johnson similarity algorithm leads to 22 fragments with a maximum size of 4. 
Conclusion
The proposed MSAS system has been able to simulate and intelligently build the 9/11 covert network through multiagents adapting the communication pattern using the knowledge base derived from the belief matrix. The novel link reciprocity metrics recognize the evolution of 25 communities and the various mutations in the structure. The identified bridging agents have been used in the predictive isolation analysis and the predominant cutset {Nawaf, Atta, KAM, Ramzi, Ziad, Hani } is tagged for giving the maximum D F . The comparative study shows the best fragmentation is achieved using the 5-Clique metric, resulting in 31 residual fragments with only a maximum of 4 agents in the components. Conclusively, MSAS is a novel intelligent system modelled for simulating the real-time scenario of any camouflaged activities. It has been used to customize the agents to build the required scenario in order to predict the impact. This system can offer potential assistance in understanding the structure of a covert network (like cellular, hierarchical, hub & spoke) by community analysis. It can assist the disaster management team to track the influencer network and predict the changes to avert any adverse consequences. The proposed MSAS system can be transferred to microblogging services in OSN. Human behavior like posting, forwarding, or replying of messages can be analyzed and predicted based on topics and sentiments. The egocentric network can be used to present the agent interaction and simulation results. It can be further enhanced to build an autonomous trust model for the studied ego network.
